Typical real-world locations facilitate object processing
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Regularities in Scenes

EEG / fMRI

EEG Decoding Results I

EEG Decoding Results II

Pairwise decoding peaked at 140ms and 220ms
poststimulus (A/B). At the earlier, but not the later
peak, typically positioned objects were better decodable (C), consistently across participants (D)
and most prominently in posterior electrodes (E).

An analysis of comparisons between locations (A)
and within location (B), revealed comparable effects at the 140ms peak (C/D), indicating that object information, rather than location information,
profits from typical positioning.

Objects are non-uniformly distributed
across natural environments, prompting the hypothesis that the visual system is tuned to typical object locations
[1-4]. Using continuous flash suppression (CFS), and multivariate decoding
on fMRI and EEG signals, we characterize the benefits of typical object
positioning on multiple levels. Our
results suggest that cortical tuning to
typical locations supports the processing of objects in natural scenes.

Stimuli
Participants performed a one-back
task on the briefly flashed objects (A).
Decoding was performed in a pairwise
fashion and then averaged for typical
and atypical positioning (B).

Object stimulus examples (A). Typical locations were estimated from a large set of labelled photographs [5] (B), and from participants’ explicit judgements (C).

fMRI Decoding Results

fMRI Connectivity Results

Continuous Flash Suppression

Typical object positioning boosts object decoding in object-selective areas of the lateral occipital cortex, but not in early visual cortex or more anterior ventrotemporal regions. This result
suggests a more efficient representational format for typically positioned objects in LO.

In two CFS experiments, participants had to localize objects presented to one eye (A/D).
The objects were rendered temporarily invisible by flashing dynamic masks to the other
eye (A/D). Typically positioned objects reached visual awareness faster (B/E); this effect
was consistent across objects (C/F).

Typical object positioning increases functional connectivity from early visual cortex to lateral occipital areas to scene-selective PPA.
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Our results highlight the impact of long-term experience
with scene structure on cortical object processing. This
adaptation to real-world statistics may provide a neural mechanism for efficient natural scene parsing, where
large numbers of objects need to be processed.
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